2001 jeep grand cherokee radiator fan

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Jeep Grand Cherokee based on all problems reported for the Grand
Cherokee. I took my vehicle into larson Jeep Dodge in puyallup, wa to have two recalls
preformed. One of the open recall campaigns are recall f This recall involves replacing the
electric cooling fan. If not replaced it could separate causing damage to the radiator, engine, or
bodily injury. I picked up my vehicle on the day that it was in the service department. The
invoice states the recall was preformed and the cooling fans were replaced as directed by the
recall campaign. On the drive back to my residence I noted a rattle coming from the front of my
vehicle with increased speed or when driving over bumps. When I returned to my residence I
opened the hood to find out what was causing the rattle. I noticed none of the upper grill bolts
were installed and the grill was loose. I then inspected the lower skid plate of the vehicle and
noticed it was loose and unfastened as well. I then inspected the cooling fan blades and found
they had not been replaced as directed by the recall or as stated on the repair order. I have
attached a copy of the repair order and pictures of the unrepaired vehicle. I have opened a case
with daimler Chrysler, case The service manager and shop foreman inspected my vehicle at that
time. They inspected, determined, and admitted the recall was not preformed. I informed them I
would be returning home and contacting the vehicles manufacturer. Tl-the contact owns a Jeep
Grand Cherokee. The contact stated that while driving 30 mph, the temperature gauge started to
rise indicating that the vehicle was over heating. After inspecting the vehicle, the contact
noticed that the blades attached to the motor fan fractured into pieces. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The contact stated that the vehicle was
experiencing the failure in NHTSA campaign id number: 06v engine and engine cooling
however, the VIN was not included. The approximate failure mileage was , The contact owns a
Jeep Grand Cherokee. The contact stated that while the vehicle was idling the cooling fan failed.
The fan exploded and blew out two holes through the radiator and shroud. The vehicle was not
taken to the dealer for inspection. The manufacturer was notified and they stated that the
vehicle was not included in any recall. The failure mileage was 70, The engine cooling fan blade
separated and broke into pieces. The vehicle was taken to a mechanic to repair the radiator and
he found the failure in the cooling fan. The dealer was contacted and informed her of recall
NHTSA campaign id number: 06v, engine and engine cooling: cooling system: fan but her VIN
was not included. The failure mileage was , While driving less than 65 mph, the contact noticed
fluid leaking from the vehicle. She then heard a loud boom coming from the vehicle and the
temperature gauge went haywire. The vehicle stalled and she placed water in the radiator in
order to drive to the nearest mechanic. The independent mechanic stated that the cooling fan
separated and damaged the radiator. The cooling fan module, radiator, and fan clutch were
replaced. The VIN was unknown. The failure mileage was 83, and current mileage was 85, I
bought my Jeep Grand Cherokee in as a used vehicle with no know problems on my car fax
report. Has only had one other owner. This is now the 4th time I have had to have the cooling
fan relay replaced! Jeep should do something about this. It seems to go out about every 6
months. I can't keep affording this. It is ridiculous. My truck has now over heated 4 times
because of this little fuse failing. Due to the over heating I have had to replace the water pump 2
times. I love Jeeps but not enough for it to keep nickel and diming me to death. This problem
needs to get resolved. While driving 30 mph, the plastic fan blade assembly nearly separated.
The failure caused the vehicle to overheat. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer to have it
repaired and was informed of a recall as well as the repair price. The manufacturer stated that
the vehicle was not included in the recall, even though it was experiencing the same failure as
the models. The vehicle is currently parked at her residence. The recall number was unknown.
The current and failure mileages were 75, I own a Jeep Grand Cherokee that has 2 potentially
dangerous issues with it. Due to a manufacturers design flaw, the brake lights malfunction on a
regular basis. The light shorts itself out when the headlights are turned on leaving me with no
brakes at night. In addition, the door lock actuator in my rear passenger door has broken. Since
Jeep saw fit to only provide a key on the drivers door, this rear door neither locks nor unlocks
which would result in a potentially lifethreatening situation if I were involved in a wreck and was
unable to exit the vehicle from this door. My cooling fan broke, I replaced with a non-oem model
which chewed a hole in my radiator after miles. Replaced radiator and fan. Radiator broke after
a year, re-replaced. After searching online I found that these are fairly common problems and
not the result of some action on my part. The vehicle was pulled over and the contact looked
under the vehicle and found the radiator was leaking fluid. The vehicle was driven to the
contact's residence, and it was noticed there was a dent on the hood. When the hood was
raised, the contact noticed the fan fractured causing the dent and the hole in the radiator. The
dealership replaced the fan, fan shroud, and radiator. Ac fan quit working on long trip home.
Took to dealer had to replace resistor, which they said they also had to replace with a new style

wiring harness. Cost Had to drive in extreme heat with windows down to get home, over 3
hours. While the engine was running, the fan blade separated and caused the engine cooling
system to fail. The vehicle then began to overheat. The fan was first replaced in June of Nhtsa
campaign id number 06e fuel system, gasoline:delivery:fuel pump was received in June of
Chrysler stated that they would replace the fan under the recall and the contact would be
responsible for any additional engine damage. The vehicle will be towed to the dealer. The
current mileage was , and failure mileage was 90, I follow all the recommended schedules of
maintenance by the manufacturer and keep our Jeep is good working order. My wife was driving
our car and the car began to overheat and pulled off the road. She noticed immediately that a
orange fluid was leaking from the engine area. The car was towed to the nearest dealership and
they advised that a fan assembly just "fell to pieces" and resulted in the shroud being damaged
and consequently - the car coolant overheated as well. The dealership advised that the fan
needed be replaced, the shroud needed to be replaced and a coolant flush service too. The
contact changed the vehicle's cooling fan in December of , March of , and may of The parts fail
to last for long periods of time. The vehicle's relay switch was also replaced. The current
mileage is , and failure mileage was 76, Car Problems. Cooling Fan problem 1. Cooling Fan
problem 2. Cooling Fan problem 3. Cooling Fan problem 4. Cooling Fan problem 5. Cooling Fan
problem 6. Cooling Fan problem 7. Cooling Fan problem 8. Cooling Fan problem 9. Cooling Fan
problem Cooling Fan problems Engine Cooling System problems. Car Stall problems. Engine
And Engine Cooling problems. Radiator problems. Coolant Leaking problems. Engine Stall
problems. Gasoline Engine problems. Engine problems. Engine Failure problems. Engine Belts
And Pulleys problems. Be the first to write a review. This listing is for part or sub-assembly
number given below only. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing
Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to
Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay
Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information ryan Contact seller.
See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as
guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:.
Superior, Wisconsin, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel.
Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only.
The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to
complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility
information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2
is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by
ryan. Condition is "Used". Fits any WJ model Grand Cherokee. Original Chrysler part, but was
still working when I took it off the vehicle. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time.
Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but
item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment
details. Payment methods. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab

Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items
available. It did not fit, my vehicle is listed as a Limited edition, so it will not fit,I am waiting for
return authorization, it was requested last week. The radiator fan assembly I ordered came in,in
a timely manner. Easy connection with no problem connection for the electrical was a snap. I've
been using Parts Geek for about 2 years now and I love it. Very pleased with product and price
is great. Have ordered before and always good product. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: Accessory Belt Idler Pulley. Accessory Belt Tension Pulley. Accessory Belt
Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Control
Unit. Auxiliary Fan Motor. Bypass Hose. Coolant Level Sensor. Coolant Thermostat Kit. Cooling
System Adapter. Cooling System Flush Gun Kit. Engine Coolant System Pressure Tester.
Engine Coolant Thermostat Housing Assembly. Engine Coolant Water Outlet Tube. Engine
Cooling Fan. Engine Cooling Fan Module. Engine Cooling Fan Motor Connector. Engine Water
Pump Kit. Engine Water Pump with Fan Clutch. Expansion Tank. Expansion Tank Cap.
Expansion Tank Hose. Fan Blade. Fan Clutch. Fan Shroud. Radiator Cap. Radiator Cap Tester
Adapter. Radiator Fan Motor. Radiator Fan Relay Kit. Radiator Hose. Radiator Hose Set.
Radiator Support Tie Bar. Radiator and Hose Kit. Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat Housing.
Thermostat Housing Gasket. Water Distribution Pipe. Water Flange Gasket. Water Outlet Gasket.
Water Pump. Water Pump Bolt. Water Pump Bolt Kit. Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump Housing
Gasket. Water Pump Mounting Gasket. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids.
Climate Control. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection.
Tools and Hardware. Action Crash. DIY Solutions. Four Seasons. Spectra Premium. Shop By
Vehicle. Hayden Engine Cooling Fan. Click to Enlarge. Add on fans used to supplement the
primary engine cooling fan. Includes mounting hardware. Controls not included. Features:
Meets or exceeds OE design and performance 12 in. Features: Motors built and tested to quality
specifications 14 in. Features: Motors built and tested to quality specifications 12 in. Features:
Motors built and tested to quality specifications 16 in. Measure core and verify space.
Reversible for push or pull operation. Four Seasons Engine Cooling Fan. Features: Meets or
exceeds OE design and performance 14 in. Features: Meets or exceeds OE design and
performance 16 in. Four Seasons Auxiliary Fan Motor. Four Seasons Auxiliary Fan Assembly.
Notes: Radiator Fan Assy. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground Shipping. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Features: Assembly designed with the same materials and
components as the original part. Dorman Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Features:
Precision-engineered to match the fit and performance of the stock radiator fan assembly
Designed with the same materials and components as the original part Tested in laboratory
settings to ensure performance. Dorman W Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Features: Optimal air flow
prevents vehicle from overheating Plug and Play jumper harnesses included where applicable
Direct replacement for a proper fit every time All motors are tested prior to final production of
radiator fan assembly. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Product Remark: Automatic
or Manual Transmission. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Features: OE
quality Quiet operation and dependable performance Dual Bearing design technology Vibration
free operation Precision assembled and balanced with all new components Tested to OEM
specifications. Mopar Engine Cooling Fan. Spectra Premium Auxiliary Fan Assembly.
Replacement Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Product Remark: Direct-Fit Replacement. APDI May 4th,
Posted by John. July 21st, Posted by Radiator fan assembly. Action Crash CH July 15th, Posted
by Eugene. Replacement April 21st, Posted by Doug I. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Jeep Grand
Cherokee. Catalog: H. Condition: New Color Black O. Vehicle Jeep Grand Cherokee. Catalog: A.
Catalog: Q. Catalog: S. Catalog: C. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Jeep Grand Cherokee. Catalog: N.
Catalog: P. Catalog: E. Skip to main content of results for "jeep cherokee radiator fan". Skip to
main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the
results below. Enter a new vehicle. FREE Shipping. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Get it Thu,
Feb 25 - Tue, Mar 2. Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Get it as
soon as Fri, Feb N
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